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ABSTRACT

Traditionally, programming for large computer systems requires programmers to hand place the data and computation across all system components such as memory, processors, and GPUs. As each system can have sufficiently different compositions, the application partitioning, as well as algorithms and data structures, has to be different for each system. Thus, hardcoding the partitioning not only is difficult but also makes the programs not performance portable.

PetaBricks solves this problem by allowing programmers to specify multiple algorithmic choices to compute the outputs, and let the system decide how to apply these choices. Since PetaBricks can determine optimized computation order and data placement with auto-tuning, programmers do not need to modify the programs when migrating to a new system.

In this thesis, we address the problem of automatically partitioning PetaBricks programs across a cluster of distributed memory machines. It is complicated to decide which algorithm to use, where to place data, and how to distribute computation. We simplify the decision by auto-tuning data placement, and moving computation to where the most data is. Another problem is using distributed data and scheduler can be costly. In order to eliminate distributed overhead, we generate multiple versions of code for different types of data access, and automatically switch to run a shared memory version when the data is local to achieve better performance.

To show that the system can scale, we run PetaBricks benchmark on an 8-node system, with a total of 96 cores, and a 64-node system, with a total of 512 cores. We compare the performance with a non-distributed version of PetaBricks, and, in some cases, we get linear speedups.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today, large computer systems are extremely complicated. They consist of thousands complex nodes with multicores and GPUs connected together with a fast network. Furthermore, these systems have very different compositions. Japan’s K Computer, the No.1 system on TOP500, has 88,128 8-core SPARC64 processors with a total of 705,024 cores, and uses a proprietary interconnect [25]. It does not utilize graphics processors or other accelerators. On the other hand, the Chinese Tianhe-1A, the No.2 system, has 14,336 Xeon X5670 processors, 7,168 Nvidia Tesla M2050 general purpose GPUs, and 2,048 NUDT FT1000 heterogeneous processors, with a total of 186,368 cores [15]. It also uses a proprietary interconnect. As we can see, these systems are different from each other in almost every aspect such as processors, graphics processors and interconnect.

In order to achieve high performance, programming these systems requires programmers to manually place the data and computation within the cores and GPUs, and across the nodes. Programmers also need to choose algorithms and data structures based on available resources and input sizes. In addition, computer architectures change so rapidly that programmers, sometimes, need to restructure the programs to improve performance; for instance, modifying data structures and algorithms to take advantage of modern hardware. The problem is that hand-optimizing the programs is time-consuming due to the complexity of a system. Furthermore, hardcoding the application partitioning could not be performance portable since different systems need different solutions. Hence, the solution is to do this optimization automatically.
One of the goals of PetaBricks language, compiler, and runtime system [3] is to make programs performance portable. It solves this problem by allowing programmers to specify algorithmic choices in the program. It does not assume that any algorithms will perform efficiently on all architecture. The compiler, together with the auto-tuner, will automatically pick the best schedule, and generate a program configuration that works best for each system. As a result, programmers do not need to worry about hardware interfaces, and can focus on algorithms. PetaBricks will automatically provide portable performance for their programs.

In this thesis, we implement a distributed version of PetaBricks compiler and runtime system for distributed memory machines. To support general applications, we need a dynamic runtime system to move tasks across machine boundaries. We partition data across all nodes according to a configuration file, which could be generated by the auto-tuner. Then, we use a dynamic scheduler to make the computation local as much as possible by scheduling the tasks to the node with the most data used by each task.

In addition, these tasks might have references to shared data, which can be anywhere in the system. Thus, we have to provide a way to retrieve data location and fetch remote data. We implement a distributed data representation that supports point-to-point data migration, and remote access. The distributed data layer provides an abstraction for data access so that the programs could access data as though the data is local. Moreover, since we could pass references to data during task migrations, there is no need for a central data manager.

Nonetheless, due to multiple indirections, accessing the distributed data is still slower than accessing the shared memory version even though the data is local. Hence, we want to switch to the faster version whenever possible. However, we specify data distribution in configuration files, so the compiler could not predict whether data is local or remote during the compile time. Thus, we generate multiple versions of code for each type of data, and switch to a shared memory version during the runtime to eliminate the distributed overhead. In order to do this, we have to make a distributed version of code work seamlessly with the shared memory version, and use cutoff in the configuration file to determine when to switch to the shared memory version.

To eliminate the overhead as much as possible, the runtime system aggressively prefetches data
from remote nodes, converts the data to a shared memory representation, and switches to run a shared memory code. The shared memory code does not have any references to distributed data, and does not spawn any remote tasks. As a result, it does not have any distributed overhead.

We make the following contributions:

• A distributed data representation that can automatically be converted to a shared memory version in order to eliminate all data access overhead.

• A distributed scheduler that can switch to a local scheduler in order to eliminate all distributed scheduling overhead, or to a shared memory version of code which eliminates all distributed overhead.

• A PetaBricks compiler for distributed systems, and a runtime system to migrate both tasks and data across multiple nodes.

We test the system using PetaBricks benchmark, and compare the performance with the original non-distributed version of PetaBricks. To show that the system can scale, we run the experiment on an 8-node system, with a total of 96 cores, and a 64-node system, with a total of 512 cores. In some cases, we get linear speedups.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses various related work about distributed memory system such as software distributed shared memory, distributed file system, and distributed object framework. We also give an overview of the PetaBricks language, compiler and runtime system. Chapter 3 describes a distributed data representation. Specifically, we explain how to migrate data across nodes, and how we access remote data. We also show how to convert a distributed data representation to a shared memory representation for faster access. Chapter 4 explains the distributed scheduler and runtime. We show how to distribute the computation across nodes. We also describe the process to switch the computation to a work-stealing mode in order to eliminate distributed overhead. Chapter 5 lists all tunable parameters, exposed to the auto-tuner by the compiler. Chapter 6 combines everything together by walking through the execution flow of a matrix multiply example. Chapter 7 shows the performance of the system in 3 benchmarks:
matrix add, matrix multiply, and Poisson SOR. Finally, Chapter 8 and 9 conclude the thesis with future work, and conclusion.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Related Work

2.1.1 Software Distributed Shared Memory

Software distributed shared memory is an approach to make multiple processors shared one virtual address space. Programmers can access memory on remote processors in the same way as accessing local memory, without worrying about how to get the data. DSM can have different granularities: a page-based approach or an object-based approach [21]. Moreover, there are many consistency models such as sequential consistency [18], release consistency [2], and entry consistency [5]. These are tradeoffs between weaker consistency and higher performance.

2.1.2 Language Support for Distributed Memory

Unified Parallel C [6] is an extension of the C programming language to provide a distributed shared memory. It enables programmers to explicitly specify shared data in the variable declaration. After that, programmers can access the shared variable as though they are using a local pointer. Programmers can also choose different consistency models for each piece of shared data. However, it is programmers’ responsibility to carefully place data in order to get a high locality.

On the other hand, Sequoia [10] provides first class language mechanisms to control communication and data placement. Programmers have to explicitly specify the data movement and placement
at all memory hierarchy levels. Hence, programmers have full control over locality.

Message Passing Interface (MPI) [11] is a language-independent protocol for communication among processes. It supports both point-to-point and collective communication. Instead of using shared objects, programmers have to explicitly pass data among processes. The MPI implementation will optimize the data migration process for each architecture.

There are also efforts to extend OpenMP to distributed memory environment using different approaches: for example, compiling OpenMP sources to optimize for software distributed shared memory systems [4, 22], and using an OpenMP/MPI hybrid programming model [4, 19].

Frameworks such as MapReduce [8] and Dryad [16] provide an abstract, architecture independent, massively scalable programming environment for a limited class of applications. They are similar to PetaBricks in the sense that they abstract out many difficult issues such as resource management and locality optimization.

2.1.3 Distributed File System

Distributed File System, such as AFS [14], GFS [12], HDFS [24] and xFS [27], are general-purpose distributed data storages that provide simple interfaces to programmers. They manage many problems in distributed systems such as faulty nodes and load balancing. However, they are not suitable for PetaBricks since PetaBricks has a special data access pattern. For example, GFS is optimized for appends, but PetaBricks generally uses random writes. In PetaBricks, multiple nodes can write to different elements in the same matrix at the same time, but AFS uses file as the granularity of synchronization.

There are also works focusing on managing data replications. For example, DiskReduce [9] uses RAID to reduce redundancy overhead. Re:GRIDiT [26] manages a large number of replicas of data objects by using different protocols for updatable and read-only data to improve system performance. Since Petabricks compiler can identify read-only data, it can also use different approaches to access read-only and read-write data in order to improve the performance. Furthermore, we can use some of these techniques to extend Petabricks to achieve reliability. In this case, Petabricks has some flexibilities such as using a data cache as a replica, and recomputing some data instead
of copying them.

2.1.4 Distributed Object Framework

Distributed Object Framework extends an object-oriented architecture by allowing objects to be distributed across multiple nodes. Java Remote Method Invocation [28] is a Java API that invokes a method on an object in a remote process, similar to a remote procedure call for an object-oriented architecture. It enables programmers to create a Java distributed object and make a remote method call on the object. Java RMI takes care of the serialization of objects and all parameters, and the garbage collection of remote objects. There are also similar libraries in Python [17] and Ruby [1].

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [13] is a language-independent standard for distributed object communication. It specifies public interfaces for each object using an interface definition language. There are standard mappings from IDL to many implementation languages such as C, C++, Java and Python. Microsoft also has a similar proprietary standard called Microsoft Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) [20].

2.1.5 Data Placement Optimization

A large body of work exists addressing performance through optimized data placement [7, 23]. These systems use hints from workflow planning services to asynchronously move some of the data to where the tasks will execute. They also try to schedule computations that use the same data on the same node. The authors demonstrate that efficient data placement services significantly improve the performance of data-intensive tasks by reducing data transfer over the network in a cluster. On the other hand, PetaBricks’ auto-tuner tunes the best data placement before executing the program, then a distributed scheduler will place computations close to the data in order to achieve high locality.

2.2 PetaBricks

PetaBricks is a language, compiler and runtime system for algorithmic choices. PetaBricks compiler compiles PetaBricks sources (.pbcc) to C++ code, and then compiles them to binary using standard
C++ compilers. Then, we use the auto-tuner to generate an optimized configuration for each target architecture. Finally, PetaBricks runtime uses this configuration to execute the binary. Figure 2.1 demonstrates this process.

2.2.1 Language

In PetaBricks, algorithmic choices are represented using two major constructs, transforms and rules. The header for a transform defines to as output matrices, and from as input matrices. The size in each dimension of these arguments is expressed symbolically in terms of free variables, the values of which will be determined by the runtime.

All data in PetaBricks are compositions of transform and previous data. Programmers specify choices for computing outputs of each transform by defining multiple rules. Each rule computes a part of outputs or intermediate data in order to generate the final outputs. Programmers have flexibility to define rules for both general and corner cases.

The source code in Figure 2.2 shows the example PetaBricks transform that computes a rolling sum of the input vector $A$, such that the output vector $B$ satisfies $B(i) = A(0) + A(1) + \ldots + A(i)$. There are 2 rules in this transform. The first rule (rule 1) computes $B(i)$ by directly summing all required elements in $A$ ($B(i) = A(0) + A(1) + \ldots + A(i)$). The latter rule (rule 2) computes $B(i)$ from $A(i)$ and $B(i-1)$ ($B(i) = A(i) + B(i-1)$).

The compiler has a responsibility to find a sequence of rules to apply in order to compute all
transform RollingSum
from A[n]
to B[n]
{
    // Rule 1: sum all elements to the left
to (B.cell(i) b)
from (A.region(0, i+1) in)
{
    b = 0;
    for (int j = 0; j <= i; ++j)
        b += in.cell(j);
}

    // Rule 2: use previously computed values
to (B.cell(i) b)
from (A.cell(i) a, B.cell(i-1) leftSum)
{
    b = a + leftSum;
}
}

Figure 2.2: Example PetaBricks source code for RollingSum

outputs of the program. It also handles corner cases such as $B(0)$ can only be computed by rule 1. The auto-tuner can freely pick the best sequence of rules from all user defined rules because PetaBricks language does not contain any outer sequential control flow. Programmers can define rules, but not how to apply them. Hence, PetaBricks have more flexibility to choose the order of the computation.

PetaBricks also has simple interfaces to access data such as cell and region. Although programmers can give data management hints, the runtime can choose to use any data representations, and to place data anywhere in the system. It can also switch the representation of data during runtime. This unified data abstraction allows PetaBricks to add a new layer in memory hierarchy without changing existing user programs.

2.2.2 Compiler

PetaBricks compiler parses source files, computes applicable regions for each rule, analyzes the choices dependency graph to use in a parallel runtime, and generates C++ source files. It generates
multiple versions of output codes. The sequential version is optimized for running on a single thread, and does not support the dynamic scheduler. The work-stealing version generates *tasks*, which are used by the work-stealing scheduler in PetaBricks runtime. In order to migrate tasks among multiple processors, we store all information about each task in the heap. Furthermore, we use the task dependency graph to ensure that there is no data race in the parallel runtime.

The compiler also implicitly parallelizes the program by recursively decomposing the applicable region of a rule. Thus, there will be multiple tasks that apply the same rule. The work-stealing scheduler could distribute these tasks across worker threads. Since the work-stealing schedule has some overhead, we can switch to run the sequential version at a leaf when we do not need more parallelism.

For distributed PetaBricks, we will generate another version of code to use with the distributed scheduler (see Chapter 4). This version supports migrating tasks among multiple nodes. Since it has higher scheduling and data access overhead than the work-stealing version, we will switch to run the work-stealing or sequential version when we do not need to migrate computation across nodes.
Chapter 3

Distributed Data

Matrices are the dominant data representation in PetaBricks. In order to support distributed memory systems, we implemented a new data layer that can pass references to matrices across machine boundaries. After we migrate computation to another machine, the receiver has to be able to access all matrices used by the computation. It needs to figure out the data location, create a connection to the owner machine, and retrieve the actual content. To get a better performance, it also needs to do some matrix operations, such as creating sub-matrices, without accessing the elements. The distributed data layer takes care of all communications and consistency issues about remote data accesses.

Furthermore, programmers should be oblivious of the data representation so that they can concentrate on creating algorithmic choices. They do not need to know where the data is, or whether they are using a distributed version of data. As a result, the new data layer supports the same interfaces as the existing shared memory version. Consequently, we can execute existing PetaBricks programs without any code modifications.

In addition, accessing a distributed matrix requires multiple indirections because we need to resolve remote references. Hence, we try to switch to a shared memory version for faster accesses. This is not trivial since we do not want to spend a lot of time on the conversion, and the distributed version should be able to see the modifications on the matrix.

Finally, in order to scale, the implementation is completely distributed. Since the runtime uses
a distributed dynamic scheduler (see Chapter 4), all task migrations are point-to-point. Moreover, we
dynamically create matrices during runtime, so we could not name them in an efficient manner. Thus, we do not have a global view of all data, and all data communications are also point-to-point.

PetaBricks distributed data representation is fully compatible with the existing shared memory version. It represents a dense matrix, and supports matrix operations such as transpose and sub-matrix. Moreover, we could convert the distributed data representation to the shared memory version for faster accesses. Finally, it supports point-to-point migrations without any central data manager.

Section 3.1 gives an overview of the distributed data layer. Section 3.2 covers an abstraction of the communication layer. Section 3.3 describes how we migrate data across multiple nodes. Section 3.4 shows an optimization where we clone a remote metadata to a local memory. Section 3.5 describes interfaces to access matrix elements. Section 3.6 explains a process to convert a distributed data representation to a shared memory version for a faster data access. Finally, Section 3.7 describes data consistency and cache.

### 3.1 Data Abstraction

Multiple tasks can reference different parts of the same matrix; for instance, each task can treat a row of a 2-dimensional matrix as a new 1-dimensional matrix. As a result, we have to separate the metadata about the matrix from the actual data. Consequently, many matrices can share the same piece of underlying data. During the migration, we want to move the metadata to a new machine so that it can create sub-matrices without making any extra remote requests. Moreover, to simplify the implementation of the matrix, we decide to make a data object manage all remote accesses. Hence, the matrix object can access the data as though the data is local. Since we want to optimize some data accesses by switching to a more direct data object, we add a data handler as an indirection between the matrix and the data.

PetaBricks data abstraction consists of 3 major components, which are `RegionMatrix`, `RegionHandler` and `RegionData`. `RegionMatrix` is the metadata about the matrix. `RegionHandler` is an indirection to a local data object. `RegionData` is a data accessor. As shown in Figure 3.1, multiple
RegionMatrices can share the same RegionHandler, which contains a reference to RegionData.

![Diagram of RegionMatrix and RegionHandler](image)

Figure 3.1: Components of distributed data.

### 3.1.1 RegionMatrix

RegionMatrix is the main interface to access data. It replicates the functionalities of the shared memory counterpart. In order to generate code for distributed memory system from the existing PetaBricks programs, RegionMatrix uses the same interfaces as the one used by a shared memory version. Moreover, using unified interfaces for accessing data also simplify PetaBricks compiler because it can generate the same code for both distributed and shared memory data.

Apart from allocation and cell access, the unified interfaces also support creating a sub-matrix from the existing RegionMatrix so that the sub-matrix shares data with the original. We can do these operations by manipulating a RegionMatrix, without accessing matrix elements. RegionMatrix supports the following methods:

- `RegionMatrix<D-1, ElementT> slice(int dimension, IndexT position);`
- `RegionMatrix<D, ElementT> region(const IndexT begin[D], const IndexT end[D]);`
- `RegionMatrix<D, ElementT> transposed();`

`slice` returns a new RegionMatrix by extracting a \((D-1)\)-dimensional matrix at a given position. For example, we can slice a 2-dimensional matrix to get its first row, which is a 1-dimensional matrix. `region` returns a sub-matrix of the same dimension. For example, we can get a top-left corner of the given matrix. `transposed` returns a transposed of the matrix. The resulting
matrices of these operations share the same underlying data as the original matrices. Hence, all modifications on the new matrices will be seen by the original ones. Consequently, we can split a matrix into multiple parts, have different machines modify each part, and observe the changes in the original matrix.

In addition, RegionMatrix has to convert coordinates to RegionData’s coordinates before forwarding requests to an underlying RegionData via a RegionHandler. As displayed in Figure 3.1, multiple RegionMatrices can share the same RegionHandler. For example, multiple 1-dimensional RegionMatrices can represent different rows in a 2-dimensional matrix. Each RegionMatrix converts 1-dimensional coordinates to 2-dimensional coordinates for the original 2-dimensional matrix before passing them to a RegionHandler.

In order to do coordinate conversion, we need to keep track of all slice, region and transposed operations. Since these transformations can be called in any order, we need a consistent way to reapply them. We solve this problem by normalizing the resulting RegionMatrix to a sequence of all slice operations, one region operation, and possibly one transpose. We keep track of slices using arrays of dimensions and positions, which represent coordinates and dimensions in the RegionData. After applying all slices operations, we apply a region operation using an offset array, and a size array of the matrix after all slice operations. Since we apply region after slice, these arrays have the same number of dimensions as RegionMatrix. Finally, we use a boolean flag for transposed.

Lastly, RegionMatrix supports migrations across multiple nodes. The receivers can access data in remote nodes with the same interface as local data. In other words, data location is hidden from RegionMatrix. However, RegionMatrix can check the data location in order to help the scheduler achieves a high-locality tasks placement.

3.1.2 RegionHandler

RegionHandler is an indirection to a RegionData. Sometimes, we want to change the RegionData representation to more efficient one. RegionHandle allows us to update a reference in one place instead of updating references in all RegionMatrices. In the future, RegionHandler could also support the movement of actual data to another machine.
RegionHandler is a thin layer that provides a few methods to access data. It is an important component for data migration, which will be explained in Section 3.3. It simplifies RegionData implementations by using a smaller set of interfaces than the one that programmers use with RegionMatrix. For example, all coordinates used by RegionHandler are the coordinates in the RegionData, so RegionHandler does not need to consider slice, region or transposed.

### 3.1.3 RegionData

RegionData is a storage layer. The data could be stored in local memory, or in a remote machine. Moreover, it could be used to store large matrices, which could not fit in local memory of a single machine, in multiple machines. Hence, we implement many types of storages. There are 4 types of RegionData: RegionDataRaw for local memory, RegionData0D for 0-dimensional matrix, RegionDataRemote for remote data, and RegionDataSplit for data with multiple parts.

#### RegionDataRaw

RegionDataRaw is a storage of data in local memory of a machine. It is the simplest form of RegionData. It uses the same storage object as in a share memory version, which is an array of elements. As a result, it can be easily converted to a shared memory matrix (see Section 3.6). To ensure the liveliness of data, a storage object is a reference-counted object. RegionDataRaw uses an array of multipliers to translates coordinates to pointers to elements in the storage object.

#### RegionData0D

RegionData0D is a specialization of RegionDataRaw for 0-dimensional matrix, which represents a number. The main reason for this specialization is to support casting a reference to an element to MatrixRegion0D as shown in Figure 3.2 (a feature in the shared memory version.)

```cpp
ElementT x;
MatrixRegion0D matrix = x;
matrix.cell() = 2;
/* At this point x = 2 */
```

Figure 3.2: Example of casting a reference to element to MatrixRegion0D.
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This is not compatible with RegionDataRaw since RegionDataRaw requires a dedicated space for data storage. Instead of holding a data storage, RegionData0D holds a pointer to an element. Consequently, RegionData0D does not guarantee that data is accessible. It is programmers’ responsibility to ensure the liveness of data.

**RegionDataRemote**

RegionDataRemote represents a storage in remote nodes. It needs to forward requests to the owner of data. However, since we do not have a central data manager, we might not know the actual data owner. Hence, the requests might pass multiple nodes before reaching the target. These intermediated nodes have to forward the messages for the requestor. RegionDataRemote manages all of these remote communications.

We implement RegionDataRemote as a RemoteObject (Section 3.2), which converts a method call to a message and sends it to the parent host. At the other side of this RemoteObject, RegionMatrixProxy receives the message, and calls a corresponding method on RegionHandler. Then, RegionHandler passes the request to RegionData. Finally, RegionData sends a reply back to the sender via RegionMatrixProxy, which is the other side of the RemoteObject pair.

In the case that the receiver does not have the data (i.e. RegionData on the receiver is not RegionDataRaw), it will forward the request to the one that knows about the data. We store a return path in message header. This allows intermediated nodes not to wait for a reply message. When a reply message arrives, intermediated nodes can use the return path in message header to forward a reply to the sender.

When RegionDataRemote waits for a reply, the caller thread can help process incoming messages from the host that it waits for. To prevent waiting for an already-arrived message, we need to lock the control socket, and verify that (1) the other threads are not processing any messages from the host, and (2) the reply message is not already processed. Since we know that the reply message will be in a specific channel, we can guarantee that the waiting thread processes either a reply, or another message that arrives before the reply. This allows the waiting thread to do useful works instead of just busy wait for the reply.
**RegionDataSplit**

We want to store a matrix in multiple nodes so that multiple nodes could operate on the same matrix without sending the elements over the network. The matrix could also be too large to fit in the memory of one node. Thus, we create a RegionDataSplit to represent data in multiple nodes.

We could partition the data in 2 ways: partition the linear address space, and partition the \( D \)-dimensional matrix. Partitioning the linear address space is simpler and faster because we can use the translation formula in RegionDataRaw to calculate an offset, and use this offset to determine the data location. However, most of the time, we logically divide the matrix, and have multiple nodes compute each part. Thus, the compute node might need to access data on many nodes if we use an address space partition. As a result, we choose to partition the matrix logically.

![Figure 3.3: Structure of RegionDataSplit.](image)

RegionDataSplit logically splits data into multiple parts in order to place data in multiple nodes as shown in Figure 3.3. In this example, data is split into 4 parts: A, B, C, D. A RegionData for each part can be either local (RegionDataRaw) or remote (RegionDataRemote).

We split data using a single part size, so every part will have the same size, except the ones at the end of each dimension. RegionDataSplit maintains an array of RegionHandlers for all parts. It translates coordinates to the parts that hold the data, and compute new coordinates for each
part. Then, it calls a method on the part with the new coordinates. Currently, all parts must be allocated during the allocation of RegionDataSplit. If the part is remote, we will allocate a RegionDataRaw on a target host, and a local RegionDataRemote corresponding to it.

### 3.2 Communication Abstraction

PetaBricks RemoteObject is an abstraction of the communication layer in PetaBricks. It enables the creation of a pair of objects on two nodes that can send and receive messages with each other. RemoteObject is a reference-counted object. Each node maintains a list of all RemoteObjects it has, and occasionally run a garbage collection routine to check whether both objects, on each side of the connection, for a pair have a reference count of 1. At that point, it can destruct the pair.

We implement RemoteObject on top of a socket layer. (The current implementation creates an all-to-all network, but PetaBricks does not need this constraint.) For each pair of nodes, we create a control channel to transport small message headers, and multiple data channels to transport big messages. Each node has a few dedicated threads that listen to incoming messages form other nodes. Each message contains information about the target RemoteObject. Once the entire message arrives, we invoke an `onRecv` method on the target RemoteObject.

### 3.3 Data Migration

After we migrate computation to another machine, the receiver have to access matrices used by the computation. Basically, we have to create a copy of RegionMatrix on the receiver so that it can access the underlying RegionData. The receiver could access the data via a RegionHandler and RegionDataRemote with a reference to the sender. We also want to share a RegionHandler to reduce the number of RemoteObject pairs.

Figure 3.4 shows the data layouts in both nodes before and after a migration. During task migration, the task sender (Node 1) sends a metadata about RegionMatrix to the receiver (Node 2) along with the task migration message. This metadata contains information to dereference coordinates, and a reference to the original data on the sender. The receiver will create a new
RegionMatrix from this metadata, as well as a RegionHandler and a RegionDataRemote. Then, a RegionDataRemote sends a request to the task sender to create a new RegionMatrixProxy pointing to the original RegionHandler. After that, the receiver can access data using RegionMatrixProxy in the sender.

We use a host identifier (HostPid) and a local pointer to original RegionHandler (Node 1) to identify the target handler. For each node, we also keep per-HostPid maps for all remote RegionHandlers that maps a remote pointer to a local RegionHandler. In Figure 3.5, after the migration, a new RegionMatrix shares the same RegionHandler with the former one. As a result, later accesses to the same RegionHandler do not need to establish a RemoteObject pair again.
Note that this map is in RegionHandler level, which means multiple sub-matrices can share the same RegionHandler for remote data access. This reduces a number of RemoteObject pairs in the system. It also helps with data cache since multiple RegionMatrices access remote data using the same RegionHandler and RegionDataRemote. We will discuss about data cache in Section 3.7.

In some cases, we might have a long reference chain. For example, we migrate data from Node 1 to Node 2, and from Node 2 to Node3. As a result, Node 3 needs to send a request to Node 2, which forwards a request to Node 1. In order to eliminate excessive communications, RegionHandler has a method to update this reference chain by replacing RegionDataRemote with a new one that point
to data owner, or with a RegionDataRaw if data is local. We can also pass an information about RegionHandler in the owner node during task migration so that we do not create a long reference chain. Currently, this approach works since we know data location at the creation time, and do not move data after that.

### 3.4 Clone RegionDataSplit

![Diagram of RegionDataSplit cloning process](image)

Figure 3.6: Cloning RegionDataSplit process.

Accessing a remote RegionDataSplit can be costly. For instance, in order to access the red part from Node 1 in Figure 3.6(a), we need to pass the request to Node 2, which forwards the request back to Node 1. We could optimize accessing a remote RegionDataSplit by cloning it to the local memory. By having a local RegionDataSplit, we can also query which nodes have data for a specific sub-matrix without sending any remote messages. Moreover, in `localCopy` and
fromScratchRegion (Section 3.5.2), we can directly fetch data from the data owner without passing the request through the original RegionDataSplit.

During the data migration, we pass a flag indicating whether the data is a RegionDataSplit. As shown in Figure 3.6, before accessing the data on Node 1, we clone the RegionDataSplit from Node 2. For each part, Node 1 creates either a new RegionDataRemote to directly connect to the data owner, or a pointer to the local data if the part is local. Hence, we can access parts with fewer network hops. Finally, we atomically replace a reference to the original RegionDataRemote in RegionHandler on Node 1 with a reference to the new RegionDataSplit.

### 3.5 Data Access

Programmers access data using `cell` method; for example, `A.cell(0,0)`. In a shared memory version, `cell` returns a reference to an element (`ElementT&`). However, in a distributed version, the data can be remote, so a standard reference does not work. Hence, we create a proxy object for cell access. Furthermore, since accessing remote data cell-by-cell incurs a lot of network roundtrip costs, RegionMatrix supports copying sub-matrix to local memory for faster access.

#### 3.5.1 Cell

In a distributed version, `cell()` returns a CellProxy object. CellProxy is a reference to a cell of a RegionData, which can be remote. It simulates a conventional reference to an address in the local memory. CellProxy has a pointer to a RegionHandler and a coordinate of the element in the referenced RegionData. CellProxy access is expensive, even though the data is local, because we need to allocate a new object, and pass multiple indirections in order to access the data. This is one of the major costs of using distributed data.

We overload various operators in CellProxy to simulate a reference to an element. Thus, we can generate a distributed version of PetaBricks programs without modifying the existing sources. Ternary operator is the only exception. It requires both result values to be the same type, and does not support implicit type casting. As a result, we have to explicitly cast the value in PetaBricks source codes. For example, we need to change
ElementT result = flag ? 0 : A.cell(0,0);

to

ElementT result = flag ? 0 : (ElementT) A.cell(0,0);

3.5.2 Sub-Matrix

Although programmers access data using cell method, we can optimize the data transfer by using sub-matrix accesses. The compiler can analyze the program and identify all data that each rule accesses. Thus, we can fetch the entire sub-matrix before applying the rule (see Section 4.3).

RegionMatrix provides 2 methods for sub-matrix access:

void localCopy(RegionMatrix& scratch, bool cacheable);
void fromScratchRegion(const RegionMatrix& scratch);

The compiler uses localCopy and fromScratchRegion to copy remote data to a local scratch matrix, and copy it back after the modifications. A scratch matrix must have the same size as the source matrix, and must have a RegionDataRaw in a storage layer. Furthermore, this RegionDataRaw must have the same size as the source matrix as well. localCopy will populate a scratch matrix with data from the source. We begin this process by passing a metadata about the source matrix to the data owner. The data owner will reconstruct a requested sub-matrix, copy it to local storage, and send this storage back. fromScratchRegion is essentially an inverse of localCopy.

In the case where the original RegionMatrix is local (RegionDataRaw). Instead of creating a copy of storage, localCopy will copy all metadata of the original to scratch, and update scratch’s RegionHandler to the original RegionHandler. Thus, any modifications to the scratch will be seen by the original. Consequently, fromScratchRegion does not need to copy any data back to the original when the original matrix is local.

If the original RegionMatrix has a RegionDataSplit, we forward the request to affected parts, and construct a new metadata for each of them. In a special case where there is exactly one affected part, and the part is local, we will use the existing RegionData (a part of RegionDataSplit) instead
of creating a new one during `localCopy`. `fromScratchRegion` does not need to do anything other than changing pointers if the scratch RegionData is the same as the part RegionData.

### 3.6 Convert to Shared Memory Representation

The distributed data representation incurs overhead such as

1. Multiple indirections and virtual method invocations from RegionMatrix to RegionData.

2. Allocation of CellProxy objects for cell accesses.


For faster data accesses, we can convert RegionMatrix to a shared memory version so that we do not have this overhead. Since PetaBricks has a unified interface to manage data across all memory hierarchy, the C++ code to access distributed data is the same as the one for shared memory data. Thus, we can switch to a shared memory version without any code modifications.

When the matrix is local (RegionDataRaw), we can convert RegionMatrix to a shared memory version by just converting metadata from a distributed version to a shared memory version. Specifically, we convert the metadata from split/slice information to base and multipliers. Since RegionDataRaw uses the same data storage as a shared memory matrix (see Section 3.1.3), the shared memory version can share the same storage object with the original RegionMatrix. As a result, both matrices will see changes in either of them.

When the matrix is remote or split, we use `localCopy` (in Section 3.5.2) to copy data from remote nodes to local memory. Then, we can convert the copy to a shared memory version. If there are any data modifications, we have to copy the local sub-matrix (distributed version) back to the original RegionMatrix.

### 3.7 Data Consistency

PetaBricks distributed data does not have sequential consistency guarantees. It supports multiple readers and writers without locks. Programmers have to explicitly identify all data required for
the computation, and all modified data. The compiler uses this information to generate a task dependency to ensure that there is no data race while using localcopy. As a result, the data layer does not need to support any consistency primitives. We will explain how the compiler does this in Section 4.3 and 4.4.

Nonetheless, we use cache for some remote data accesses. There are 2 access patterns, so we use 2 different approaches to manage cache consistency. In general, the data layer provides a method to invalidate cache, and the runtime calls this method when the cache may be stale. We use the task dependency graph to invalidate the cache.

### 3.7.1 Cell Cache

The goal for this cache is to improve the speed of iterating over a small sub-matrix. Thus, we need a fast cache implementation. In addition, this type of iterations usually occurs at the leaf of the recursive decomposition process, where all accesses are originated from a single thread. Hence, we could use a thread-local cache to eliminate the need of locks.

We use a direct-mapped cache for cell accesses via RegionDataRemote. We implement this in a per-worker-thread basis in order to get a lock-free cache. Each read request will fetch a chunk of data together with start and end to indicate valid elements within the cache line because a part of RegionDataSplit might not have the entire cache line. Subsequent requests will try to get data from cache before sending a request to a remote node.

For cell writes, we modify the cache, and send a request to update the original matrix. We cannot wait and send updates at the eviction time because another thread might modify data in the same cache line. Although the changes do not affect the computation of the current thread, we cannot replace the entire cache line in the original matrix with the one from the current thread without the risk of placing stale data.

At the beginning of each task, we invalidate the cache by destructing the cache map to flush all cache in the worker thread. Since the consistency is guaranteed by a task dependency graph, there will be no data race within a task. However, we cannot take advantage of temporal locality because we frequently invalidate the cache.
In most cases, we do not use this cache. It relies on a spatial locality; however, PetaBricks can compute an applicable region for each rule. Consequently, we can prefetch data, using sub-matrix accesses, and access cells from a local copy of RegionMatrix instead of the original remote one.

### 3.7.2 Sub-Matrix Cache

The goal for this cache is to reduce the data transfer in the network. Multiple tasks on the same node might require the same piece of data, so we could fetch the sub-matrix once and cache it locally. It is acceptable for this cache to be slow since fetching a large packet over the network is very slow. Thus, we decide to have all threads shared the same cache.

We cache sub-matrix accesses in RegionHandler layer, and allow multiple threads to access the same cache. We need to use a lock to protect the cache. However, as opposed to cell cache, we infrequently use `localCopy`. Hence, even though we need to grab a lock before accessing the cache, there will be a low rate of lock contention.

Each RegionHandler maintains a map from a metadata of a sub-matrix to a RegionHandler for that sub-matrix. If a metadata matches an item in the cache, `localCopy` will change scratch’s RegionHandler to the one in the cache. Since RegionDataRaw of scratch has the same size as the source matrix, we do not need to modify a metadata of the scratch RegionMatrix.

All writes go directly to the RegionHandler, so the cache layer does not have to support cell writes. However, we need to purge stale data. Since the cache is shared by all threads in the node, we only need to invalidate cache when we have a cross-node task dependency. This can occur during 2 events:

1. Receiving a remote task, and
2. Receiving a remote task completion message.

A task might have some data dependency from nodes other than the sender, so we invalidate all cache on the receiver. Nonetheless, since a good schedule infrequently schedules remote tasks, we can expect to get a high cache hit rate.

As opposed to cache for cell access where all cache items are stored at the same place, sub-matrix cache items are in several RegionHandlers. Thus, we use a version number to invalidate
Each node has its own version number, and each cache item also has a version number. Cache is valid when the version numbers match. Whenever we want to invalidate cache on any node, we increment its version number.
Chapter 4

Distributed Scheduler

PetaBricks dynamic scheduler is completely distributed. To ensure the consistency, we use a task dependency graph to manage computation order. The existing work-stealing scheduler already implements this task dependency chain. As a result, we choose to extend it to a distributed version, which supports task migrations across machine boundaries. Furthermore, to improve data locality, the scheduler migrates tasks to nodes that have the most data required to apply the task. Since accessing distributed data is slow, we generate multiple versions of codes for different type of data, and switch to a faster version when possible. This allow us to eliminate all overhead to access remote data and schedule remote tasks.

PetaBricks compiler generates multiple versions of code: distributed, work-stealing, and sequential. Distributed code can spawn tasks across multiple nodes. It uses a distributed data layer as described in Chapter 3. As a result, it incurs a high data access and scheduling cost. Work-stealing code can spawn tasks for a work-stealing runtime in the same node. It uses a shared memory data layer, which it can directly access cells in the local memory. Sequential code does not spawn any tasks. Nonetheless, it can still do recursive blocking to improve cache performance. Hence, it is the fastest version.

PetaBricks starts running in a distributed version of code, and allocates input data as specified in a configuration file. The scheduler will either enqueue a task in the local work-stealing queue, or migrate it to another node based on data location. This will eventually spawn tasks to all nodes.
in the system. During the execution of each task, PetaBricks can choose to spawn a work-stealing task instead of a distributed version. After that, a work-stealing task can choose to call a sequential code. We cannot go in the backward direction. For example, a work-stealing task cannot spawn a distributed task. Figure 4.1 illustrates this process. The general idea is to distribute tasks across all nodes in the very beginning, and run a work-stealing schedule on each node after the initial migration.

Apart from worker threads, each node has a few dedicated listen threads to process incoming messages from other nodes. They process data-related messages such as data creation and data access. They also process task-related messages such as task migration and task completion. Although worker threads can help processing messages, the listen thread is the primary component for incoming communication.

Section 4.1 outlines the migration process. Section 4.2 specifies the place where we can migrate tasks. Section 4.3 describes an optimization to prefetch data to local memory for faster remote data access. Section 4.4 explains how we convert to a work-stealing schedule in order to eliminate
the distributed overhead. Finally, Section 4.5 describes the distribution of data.

### 4.1 Task Migration Process

We extend the work-stealing scheduler in the shared memory version of PetaBricks to support a distributed memory model. To improve data locality, we decide to dynamically schedule distributed tasks using data locations instead of using a work-stealing approach.

The complication of the distributed task migration are references to matrices. In a shared memory system, we can pass a pointer to a matrix in the heap to other workers because all workers share the same address space. In the distributed version, we have to migrate RegionMatrices along with the task. Another issue is to notify the task sender after the completion to enable the other tasks that depend on the completed one.

In the work-stealing runtime, the unit of computation is a `DynamicTask`, which stores a call frame in the heap instead of the stack so that the task can be migrated between processors in the same machine. For the distributed version, we use a `RemoteTask`, which is a subclass of `DynamicTask` that does the following:

1. scheduling tasks across multiple nodes,
2. serializing tasks,
3. unserializing tasks,
4. managing remote task dependency.

First, the task, which could be scheduled on another node, must be a RemoteTask. When the task is ready to run, we will query the location of all data that is needed by the task. Then, schedule the task on the node with the most data. If the target is localhost, we just put the task in the local work-stealing queue. If the target is remote, we continue to the second step.

Second, we serialize the task and send it to the target. Since the task contains all information it needs to run, we do not have to worry about memory on the stack. However, the task might
have pointers to matrices in the local memory, which remote workers could not access. Thus, we need to migrate these matrices along with the task, as described in Section 3.3.

Third, a task receiver unserializes the task, and completes all data migrations. Then, it puts the task in its local work-stealing queue so that worker threads can run the task.

Finally, a task receiver must notify the sender when it finishes running the task. The receiver does this by creating a task to notify the sender about the completion. Then, it makes this new task depended on the received task so that it gets run after the received task completes. After the sender receives the notification, it enqueues all tasks that depend on the completed task.

Apart from a migration overhead, RemoteTask also has a high scheduling overhead in the first step. Although it eventually enqueues a task locally, it needs to figure out the location of all matrices, which can be very slow when there are a lot of data. Hence, we choose to create a DynamicTask instead of a RemoteTask when we do not want to migrate the task.

4.2 Migratable Tasks

We choose to migrate tasks that could take a long time to complete; otherwise, we will end up spend a lot of time migrating tasks. For each type of migratable tasks, we need to compute the applicable region for each referenced data in order to determine where to enqueue the task.

There are 2 types of tasks that can be migrated to remote nodes: cross transform and during recursive decomposition.

4.2.1 Cross Transform

We can migrate a task when we call another transform. For example, in Figure 4.2, Mergesort calls SORT and Merge. The first SORT will be migrated to where the most of the first half of tmp and in is. Similarly, we could migrate the second SORT and Merge to other nodes.

We implement this by making a distributed version of a transform task be a subclass of RemoteTask. As a result, whenever we enqueue the task, the scheduler will check the location of data and migrate the transform to where most data live. In this case, the applicable regions are the entire to-matrices and from-matrices of the transform.
transform Mergesort
from IN[n]
to OUT[n]
{
  to (OUT out)
  from (IN in)
  using (tmp[n])
  {
    if (n > 1) {
      spawn SORT(tmp.region(0, n/2), in.region(0, n/2));
      spawn SORT(tmp.region(n/2, n), in.region(n/2, n));
      sync;
      Merge(out, tmp.region(0, n/2), tmp.region(n/2, n));
    } else {
      out.cell(0) = in.cell(0);
    }
  }
}

Figure 4.2: PetaBricks source code for Mergesort

4.2.2 During Recursive Decomposition

transform MatrixMultiply
from A[k, h], B[w, k]
to C[w, h]
{
  to (C.cell(x, y) c)
  from (A.row(y) a, B.column(x) b)
  {
    c = 0;
    for (IndexT i=0; i<k; ++i)
      c += a.cell(i) * b.cell(i);
  }
}

Figure 4.3: PetaBricks source code for MatrixMultiply

We can also migrate tasks during a recursive decomposition process. For example, Matrix-Multiply, in Figure 4.3, does not call any transform, but we can decompose the computation into multiple tasks based on the coordinates of matrix C, as shown in Figure 4.4. We call the new task a SpatialMethodCallTask. Each SpatialMethodCallTask applies the same rule for differ-
ent regions of $C$, and could be migrated to another node. We can also recursively decompose a SpatialMethodCallTask into smaller tasks.

We have multiple versions of SpatialMethodCallTask for the work-stealing scheduler and the distributed scheduler. The one for the distributed scheduler is a subclass of RemoteTask. We compute the applicable regions for each iteration space, and migrate the task to the node that contains the most data in the applicable regions. Figure 4.4 shows the applicable regions of $A$ and $B$ for the task that applies for the top-left region of $C$.

Since computing applicable regions and querying data location take a lot of time, we try to reduce the number of distributed SpatialMethodCallTasks. Thus, we switch to the work-stealing version of SpatialMethodCallTask when we do not want to migrate data.

Figure 4.4: Decomposing the computation of the rule in \textit{MatrixMultiply} based on $C$


4.3 Prefetch Remote Data

In order to speed up the remote data access time, we can prefetch data from remote nodes to local memory, using sub-matrix access methods in Section 3.5.2. As a result, subsequent data accesses do not require any remote fetches. However, we still have the overhead for accessing distributed data, which we will address in Section 4.4.

In order to get a good performance from prefetching, we have to be very careful to prefetch only necessary values. For correctness, we also need to make sure that the prefetch values are up-to-date, and that all modified values are written back to the original place.

We do this optimization at the leaf of the recursive decomposition, where we prefetch all applicable regions. For example, in MatrixMultiply, when computing the top-left of $C$, we prefetch the top-left of $C$ and applicable regions of $A$ and $B$ (grey parts in Figure 4.4) to scratch matrices. Then, we use the scratch matrices during the computation of the leaf. Finally, we copy a part of $C$ back to the original matrix. (In the MatrixMultiply case, we can do better than this. See Section 4.4.2.)

At the leaf iterations, we know which data is needed, so we will not fetch unnecessary data. Moreover, there is no external task dependency during the leaf iteration, so we do not have to invalidate the scratch during the iteration. However, the most important aspect of leaf iterations is that we know which data is modified. Since we need to write modified data back to the original matrix at the end of the task, we must make sure that we do not overwrite the original data with stale data in scratch. The leaf iteration has this property because it writes to all elements in $to$-matrix by a language definition. Thus, we will not write stale data back to the original matrix.

4.4 Convert to Work-Stealing Schedule

Using the prefetching technique can reduce the number of remote fetches; however, there is still a high overhead for accessing data. Although the data is local, a distributed data layer requires at least three levels of indirection to get to the actual cell. Furthermore, using a distributed scheduler also incurs an overhead of querying data locations. Hence, we aggressively convert the computation
to a work-stealing schedule.

There are 3 main issues in switching to a work-stealing schedule.

1. We cannot create a distributed task after switching to a work-stealing schedule because it uses shared memory matrices.

2. We need to create local shared memory matrices for a work-stealing schedule. Since we may copy remote data to create them, we have to make sure that we use most of the copied data. We also need to update all indices to those of the new matrices.

3. Since we need to copy some data to a scratch matrix, we need to make sure that there is no data race during the work-stealing computation.

Similar to a task migration, we can convert to a work-stealing schedule during a cross transform, or during a recursive decomposition.

4.4.1 Cross Transform

When a task calls a new transform, we have a choice to call either a distributed version or a work-stealing version of the transform. If we choose a distributed version, we will continue to the task migration process. If we choose a work-stealing version, we will continue on a shared memory PetaBricks code. As a result, we can eliminate all overhead from distributed scheduling, and accessing distributed data.

In order to convert to a work-stealing transform, we need to convert all input and output matrices to a shared memory data representation. We do this by fetching all data to local memory, and creating a new metadata, as described in Section 3.6. Then, we pass these scratch matrices to a constructor of a transform task. Finally, we copy the outputs back to the original owners at the end of the transform.

Similar to prefetching during leaf iterations, there is no external task dependency during a transform. Consequently, we can prefetch the data at the beginning of the transform. In addition, every element in to-matrices must be written by the transform, so we can copy the entire to-matrices
back to remote nodes, without worrying about overwriting new data with the stale one. Hence, there will not be a data race.

In Mergesort example, we can run a work-stealing version of SORT and Mergesort. In order to use a work-stealing schedule for the first SORT, we need to copy the first half of tmp and in to local memory. At the end of SORT, we copy tmp back to the original place. It seems like we need to copy a lot of data; nonetheless, the scheduler will try to schedule the task so that the data is local. For instance, if the first half of tmp and in are in Node 1, and the rest is in Node 2. We will compute the first SORT in Node 1 and the second SORT in Node 2. Hence, in order to convert to a work-stealing schedule, we do not need to copy any data.

4.4.2 During Recursive Decomposition

We can also convert a distributed SpatialMethodCallTask to a non-distributed version, when we do not want to migrate a spatial task. There are 2 ways to do this, based on whether a leaf calls other transforms.

Use DynamicTask SpatialMethodCallTask

When a leaf calls other transforms, we do not want to run a work-stealing version of the leaf. Since a work-stealing code cannot spawn distributed tasks, a work-stealing version of the leaf cannot create a distributed instance of the transform. As a result, we decide to run a distributed version of the leaf. However, we can eliminate the scheduling overhead by using a DynamicTask version of a SpatialMethodCallTask.

Use Partial SpatialMethodCallTask

When a leaf does not call other transforms, we can run it in a work-stealing mode. Nonetheless, the leaf is a part of a rule, which is a part of a transform, so it shares matrices with the transform. If we naively convert all matrices to a shared memory representation, we will end up copying unnecessary data. Thus, we create a partial task that applies a part of a rule on shared memory data, and does not share matrices with a transform.
A partial task is similar to a recursive decomposition part of a work-stealing rule. It can spawn more partial tasks, and can call sequential codes. However, it uses references to matrices in a separate metadata instead of sharing them with a transform instance. Using a metadata allows a partial task to spawn more partial tasks without creating new matrices. This metadata contains references to shared memory matrices, and their offsets from the original distributed version. A partial task uses this information to compute indices of new matrices in the metadata.

During a recursive decomposition of a rule in *MatrixMultiply*, the scheduler can create a partial task, instead of a distributed SpatialMethodCallTask, to compute a part of $C$. It also create a metadata for the partial task by converting all applicable regions to shared memory matrices. The new partial task can spawn more partial tasks without creating a new metadata for child tasks. After all tasks are done, we copy modified data back to the original owners.

### 4.5 Data Distribution

Since the scheduler dynamically schedules tasks based on data location, in order to distribute the computation, we need to distribute data. We distribute data during the allocation of matrices. In a configuration file, we specify a data distribution for every input, output and temporary matrix, which is defined by the following keywords: to, from, through, and using. PetaBricks provides many ways to distribute data in each matrix.

1. **Allocate Data Locally:** The matrix will be allocated as a RegionDataRaw on the current node.

2. **Allocate Data on One Remote Node:** The matrix will be allocated as a RegionDataRaw on one of the remote nodes. The current node will access this matrix via a RegionDataRemote.

3. **Allocate Data on Multiple Nodes:** The matrix will be allocated as a RegionDataSplit on the current node, and each part of the matrix can be placed on different nodes. We can split the matrix by row, column or block into any number of equal parts.
Chapter 5

Auto-tuning Parameters

The compiler exposes the following parameters to the auto-tuner: distributed cutoff, and data
distribution. We have to expose enough parameters to get a high performance, but not too many
so that the auto-tuner can tune them. Nonetheless, we have not implemented the auto-tuner for
these parameters in this thesis.

5.1 Distributed Cutoff

In Section 4.4, we convert a distributed schedule to a work-stealing schedule. The scheduler uses a
distributed cutoff to determine which schedule it should use. Whenever the size of applicable data
is smaller than a distributed cutoff, we switch to a work-stealing schedule. If a distributed cutoff
is too big, we may not distribute computations to all nodes. If it is too small, there will be a high
overhead of using distributed scheduler and data representation.

5.2 Data Distribution

In Section 4.5, a configuration file specifies how each matrix is distributed. For each matrix, we
have 3 tunable parameters:

1. Distribution Type: We can either allocate matrix on a localhost, allocate matrix on a
   remote node, split matrix by row, split matrix by column, or split matrix by block.
2. **Distribution Size:** When a distribution type specifies allocating on multiple nodes, a distribution size is a number of parts we want to split a matrix for each dimension. For example, if a distribution type is splitting matrix by block and a distribution size is 2, we will split a 2-dimensional matrix into 4 parts.

3. **Migration Type:** We can specify how to deal with a matrix during migration. We can ignore it during the scheduling period, or cache the entire matrix whenever there is a remote fetch.

We also use a distributed cutoff during matrix allocation process. If the size of the matrix is smaller than a distributed cutoff, we will ignore these parameters and locally allocate the matrix.

Data distribution parameters are hard to tune because the distribution of multiple matrices must match. For example, in *Mergesort* example (Figure 4.2), we need to have the distribution of *tmp* and *in* be in a specific combination in order to get a good performance; otherwise, we will either have to remote fetch a lot of data, or not distribute the computation to all nodes.
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Matrix Multiply Example

In this chapter, we will go through the execution flow of the matrix multiply example to describe the dynamic runtime. We will explain the tasks distribution and all communication among nodes in each stage of the computation.

Figure 6.3 shows the full source code of a matrix multiply program, which computes the product of two matrices \( C = A \times B \). In this example, we will multiply 2 8192 \times 8192-matrices using 16 nodes. The configuration file specifies the following main tunable parameters.

- Partition \( A, B, C, \) and \( t \) into 4 \times 4 pieces, and assign pieces in \( B \) to nodes in a transposed order as shown in Figure 6.1. Hence, each node will have a sub-matrix of size 2048 \times 2048 for each matrix.

- Use rule 2 for \textit{MatrixMultiply} transform.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{cccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 \\
5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
9 & 10 & 11 & 12 \\
13 & 14 & 15 & 16 \\
\end{tabular}
\hspace{1cm}
\begin{tabular}{cccc}
1 & 5 & 9 & 13 \\
2 & 6 & 10 & 14 \\
3 & 7 & 11 & 15 \\
4 & 8 & 12 & 16 \\
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

(a) Normal order. \hspace{1cm} (b) Transposed order.

Figure 6.1: Allocating matrix by block in different orders.
• Use a distributed cutoff of 2048. The runtime will use a distributed code if the size is larger than or equal to 2048, and switch to a work-stealing code if the size is less than 2048.

The following steps are the execution flow of the program after setting up connections and reading a configuration file. Figure 6.4 outlines this flow.

1. The program starts on Node 1 by allocating \( A \) and \( C \) as in Figure 6.1(a), and \( B \) as in Figure 6.1(b). This is done by creating 3 RegionDataSplits on Node 1, and 16 parts on all nodes for each matrix.

2. After the data is ready, we call a distributed version of \texttt{MatrixMultiply} transform.

3. As specified in a configuration file, we choose rule 2 to compute this transform. Since rule 2 requires a temporary matrix \( t \) as indicated by a keyword \texttt{using}, we allocate matrix \( t \) in the same way as allocating \( A \) and \( C \).

4. The first step to apply rule 2 is to call \texttt{Transpose} transform. This is different from calling \texttt{transposed()} method on a RegionMatrix because \texttt{transposed()} does not actually modify the underlying data (see Section 3.1.1). Since data has a uniform distribution across all nodes, we do not migrate this transform to another node.

5. \texttt{Transpose} has 1 rule, which computes a single cell in the output. Hence, we decompose it into 4 distributed spatial tasks to compute each corner of \texttt{OUT} (see Section 4.2.2). Based on the location of applicable data, we migrate the tasks to compute top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right parts to Node 3, 9 and 11, respectively.

6. Node 3, 9 and 11 receive tasks from Node 1, and try to apply them. In order to access the matrices, Node 3, 9 and 11 must clone remote RegionDataSplits from Node 1 to local memory, as described in Section 3.4.

7. At this point, the size of the output matrix is 4096 × 4096, which is larger than a distributed cutoff, so we decompose the spatial task again. Then, we schedule each smaller spatial task based on the location of applicable data. For example, Node 1 distributes tasks to Node 2, 5, and 6. Hence, all 16 nodes receive a spatial task.

8. The size of the output matrix decreases to 2048 × 2048, but it is still not less than a distributed cutoff. Thus, we decompose the spatial task again. This time, we schedule all tasks locally since all
data are local. After that, since the size of $1024 \times 1024$ is less than a distributed cutoff, we convert these spatial tasks to partial tasks as described in Section 4.4.2.

9. In the process of converting to a partial task, we have to convert all local data to a shared memory representation. Since the data is already local, we can do this by creating a new metadata as described in Section 3.6.

10. Now, we can run each partial task using a work-stealing runtime.

11. After all 4 partial tasks on each node finish, the spatial task to compute $2048 \times 2048$ sub-matrix is done. Since this task is a remote task, we need to send a remote task completion message to the task sender. Hence, each node sends a remote task completion message to either Node 1, 3, 9 or 11.

12. Once Node 3, 9, and 11 receive remote task completion messages from all of their children. They mark the spatial tasks to compute $4096 \times 4096$ sub-matrix as completed, and send remote task completion messages to Node 1.

13. Node 1 collects remote task completion messages from Node 3, 9 and 11, and mark the Transpose task as completed.

14. After finishing Transpose transform, we continue rule 2 of MatrixMultiply by calling MatrixMultiplyBase. Since data has a uniform distribution across all nodes, we do not migrate this transform to another node.

15. Similar to step 5-8, we schedule partial tasks on all 16 nodes; each node has 4 partial tasks.

16. As opposed to Transpose transform, some of the applicable data are not local, as shown in Figure 6.2. Hence, we use sub-matrix access (see Section 3.5.2) to copy applicable regions for each task to local memory. For each row and column of $A$ and $B$, we allocate a new matrix locally and remote fetch data from other nodes.

17. For some sub-matrices, we can use sub-matrix cache instead of fetching remote data again as described in Section 3.7.2.

18. Once all data are local, we convert them to a shared memory representation.

19. Now, we can run each partial task using a work-stealing runtime.

20. In this case, we do not have to copy $C$ back to the owner because we do not remote access
Figure 6.2: Applicable data for MatrixMultiplyBase transform.

C. We already use the original copy of C storage in the work-stealing runtime.

21. After each partial task finishes, we send a remote task completion message as in step 11-12.

22. Node 1 collects remote task completion messages from its children, and mark the MatrixMultiplyBase task as completed.

23. After MatrixMultiplyBase finishes, rule 2 of MatrixMultiply finishes. Hence, MatrixMultiply finishes. Then, we can write the output matrix to file.
transform Transpose
from IN[w,h] to OUT[h,w]
{
    to (OUT.cell(y,x) o) from (IN.cell(x,y) i)
    {
        o = i;
    }
}

transform MatrixMultiplyBase
from A[k,h], B[w,k] to C[w,h]
{
    // Compute a cell the straightforward way
    to (C.cell(x,y) c) from (A.row(y) a, B.column(x) b)
    {
        c = 0;
        for (IndexT i=0; i<k; ++i)
            c += a.cell(i) * b.cell(i);
    }
}

transform MatrixMultiply
from A[k,m], B[n,k] to C[n,m]
{
    // Rule 1: no transpose
    to (C c) from (A a, B b)
    {
        MatrixMultiplyBase(c, a, b);
    }

    // Rule 2: transpose b
    to (C c) from (A a, B b) using (t[k,n])
    {
        Transpose(t, b);
        MatrixMultiplyBase(c, a, t.transposed());
    }
}

Figure 6.3: PetaBricks source code for MatrixMultiply
Figure 6.4: Overview of the execution flow of the MatrixMultiply example.
Chapter 7

Experimental Results

To illustrate the performance of our system, we use 3 PetaBricks benchmarks: matrix add, matrix multiply and Poisson SOR. We measure the running time of each input size on different number of nodes, focusing on speedups and operations per second. The speedup shows how well we can scale to more compute nodes. The number of operations per second compares the performance of different input sizes for a fixed number of compute nodes.

Since we have not implemented the auto-tuner, we use hand-written configurations for each benchmark. We run the experiment on 2 systems:

First, Carver system at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). Each machine has 2 quad-core Intel Xeon X5550 2.67 GHz processors (8 cores/node), with 24 GB of RAM, and 8 MB of cache per core. All nodes are interconnected by 4X QDR InfiniBand technology. Note that PetaBricks RemoteObject uses a socket connection, so we do not fully utilize the InfiniBand connection.

Second, Cloud system at the MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligent Laboratory (CSAIL). Each machine has 2 six-core Intel Xeon X5650 2.67 GHz processors (12 cores/node), with 48 GB of RAM, and 12 MB of cache per core. All nodes are interconnected by an ethernet network.
7.1 Matrix Add

Matrix add computes the sum of two square matrices \((C = A + B)\). We use a configuration that splits each matrix into small square blocks, and put the blocks evenly across all nodes. For example, when we have 2 nodes, we split each matrix into \(2 \times 2\) blocks, and each node has 2 blocks of \(A\), \(B\), and \(C\). As a result, we can compute each block without transferring any elements. Hence, the only overhead is the task migration time.

![Figure 7.1: Matrix add speedups from base cases for different number of compute nodes on Cloud and Carver.](image)

Figure 7.1 shows the speedups for different number of compute nodes when using the same input size. We compare the performance with the non-distributed version of PetaBricks. In some cases where the inputs are too big to fit in a memory, we use the run with the smallest number of nodes as a base case. Since the only communications are a few task assignments, we get linear speedups.
on almost all settings. In the $N = 16384$ runs on Carver, we do not get a linear speedup since we are running so fast (less than 100 ms) that the communication time becomes large compared to the computation time. Furthermore, as we divide the matrix into more parts, each node uses less memory and gets better cache utilizations. Consequently, we get better than linear speedups in some cases.

![Bar chart showing operations per second for different input sizes and system configurations.](image)

Figure 7.2: Comparing matrix add operations per second to the smallest input for different input sizes.

For the number of operations per second comparison, we need to do $N^2$ add operations, for input size $N$. Figure 7.2 shows the number of add operations per second for different input sizes compared to the smallest input ($N = 16384$). We expect to get more operations per second when increasing the input sizes, since we use the same remote communication for a fixed number of nodes. Nonetheless, the communication overhead is so low that we do not see a big improvement. Moreover, due to cache utilizations, we get a smaller number of operations per second in some cases.
7.2 Matrix Multiply

Matrix multiply computes the product of two square matrices \((C = A \times B)\). We use a configuration that splits each matrix into small square blocks in the same way as in matrix add. Then, we transpose \(B\) before multiplying the matrix. We schedule the task to the node that owns a piece in matrix \(C\). Then, each node uses a work-stealing code to compute the entire pieces of \(C\) that it owns. This is slightly different from the example in Chapter 6, which divides \(C\) one more time before converting to a work-stealing schedule.

![Graph showing speedup comparisons](image)

**Figure 7.3:** Matrix multiply speedups from base cases for different number of compute nodes on Carver.

Figure 7.3 shows the speedups for different number of compute nodes. Unlike matrix add, matrix multiply needs to remote fetch matrix elements. As we increase the number of compute nodes, each node needs to fetch data from more nodes. Thus, we need to spend some time on remote fetches. With a fixed number of nodes, we do the same number of remote fetches for all input sizes, so we do not spend much more time communicating as we increase the input sizes. Hence, we can do more operations per second in larger input sizes. Figure 7.4 illustrates this point.
Figure 7.4: Comparing matrix multiply operations per second to the smallest input for different input sizes.

### 7.3 Poisson SOR

Poisson SOR solves a Poisson equation using a Red-Black SOR method. We spilt the matrices into smaller parts in the same way as in the other tests. In this benchmark, there are many border exchanges where compute nodes must share data with each other. This causes communication overhead when we split matrices into more parts. Nonetheless, the amount of data transferred is small. As a result, we get a higher number of operations per second as we increase the input sizes, as illustrated in Figure 7.6. Figure 7.5 shows almost linear speedups for large inputs.
Figure 7.5: Poisson SOR speedups from base cases for different number of compute nodes on Cloud and Carver.

Figure 7.6: Poisson SOR matrix multiply operations per second to the smallest input for different input sizes.
Chapter 8

Future Work

We plan to auto-tune data distributions in the near future. A key challenge for this is the data distributions must be right; otherwise, we will get bad performance no matter what other tunable parameters are set. In addition, the start-up cost of the distributed program also affects the training time. Furthermore, in a heterogeneous system, we need to auto-tune for each type of node. Another interesting extension is to support sparse matrices by implementing other data representation backends. Moreover, we can also experiment with other ways to distribute computation other than moving tasks to data.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

In order to get portable performance, we need an automatic way to generate the application partitioning. However, in distributed systems, this comes with high overhead. Since we dynamically schedule tasks to nodes, we cannot analyze data location during the compile time. Consequently, we need to use a data structure that can dereference remote data, which incurs many indirections. On the other hand, in traditional message passing systems, the program can directly access data using local pointers, which is very fast. Hence, in order to achieve good performance, we need to aggressively switch to run a shared memory version of code.

In this thesis, we implemented a PetaBricks compiler and runtime system for distributed memory machines that can execute existing PetaBricks programs without any source modifications. First, we created a distributed data representation that can be converted to a shared memory version in order to eliminate all data access overhead when the data is local. Then, we implemented a distributed scheduler that can switch to a local scheduler in order to eliminate all distributed scheduling overhead, when we do not want to migrate the task to other nodes. Moreover, it can also switch to a shared memory version of code which eliminates all distributed overhead, when we do not want to migrate the task and its children to other nodes. Combining the data representation and scheduler together, we implemented a PetaBricks compiler for distributed systems, and a runtime system to dynamically migrate both tasks and data across all nodes. We also exposed a few tunable parameters for computation and data placement to the auto-tuner. The auto-tuner
can use them to tune the programs for different inputs and target architectures.

With the auto-tuner, we believe that PetaBricks can get comparable performance with hand-optimized programs. As the architectures change and the systems become more complicated, hand-optimizing will become more difficult. We believe that, with the portable performance provided by PetaBricks, programmers can develop better programs by spending time on algorithms instead of hand-optimizing the application partitioning for each specific system.
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